2016 High School Writing Workshop

GREENROCK WRITERS RETREAT

June 23rd - 26th, 2016
Author Celebration on Sunday, June 26th at 11:00am

Early Bird Registration
(March 15 - April 15)
$310*

Standard Registration
(April 16 - June 5)
$325*

Greenrock Writers Retreat offers 9th - 12th grade students an opportunity to participate in writing workshops. Each is designed to encourage participants to view writing as personally meaningful and pleasurable, as well as to improved participants’ writing abilities.

Participants are immersed in a community of writers, spending four days of writing in a variety of locations on the campus of Michigan State University while working with National Writing Project Teacher-Consultants.

If you have any questions, please email greenroc@msu.edu or call (517) 432-1347

Do you enjoy writing?
Then join us this summer!

See “Youth Programs for registration and more information at rcwp.msu.edu
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